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<Indonesia> Yu Won Lost Against Trademark 
Appeal Commission 
 
Commercial Court of Central Jakarta, in the case No. 
22/PDt.Sus/Merek/2013/PN.Niaga.Jkt.Pst, refuses to 
cancel decision Trademark Appeal Commission 
(defendant) that previously refused application for 
registration of trademark “Yucom“ (Class 09: telephone, 
TV, cellular phone) in the name of PT Yu Won LCD 
Indah (plaintiff) because it has similarity in its essential 
part with a registered trademark “Ucom” No. 
IDM000126473 (Class 09: handphone, handie talkie, 
intercom, etc.). 
(Bisnis Indonesia,2 August 2013) 
 
 
<Indonesia> Christian Dior Lost in Supreme 
Court (Trademark "Baby Dior") 
 
Supreme Court refuses the appeal submitted by Christian 
Dior Couture, a French company (plaintiff) in the case of 
cancellation of trademark “Baby Dior” No. 
IDM000327059 (Class: 12) in the name of Kimsan Purwo 
and Kiman Purwo (defendants). Previously, Commercial 
Court of Central Jakarta disagree to cancel trademark 
“Baby Dior” No. IDM000327059 (Class: 12) in the name 
defendants because the trademark has no similarity in its 
essential part with mark “Christian Dior” No. 
IDM000111573 (Class: 25) and “Dior” No. 
IDM000111576 (Class: 25) owned by plaintiff. Judges 
consider that the goods of those trademarks are in not in 
the same class. 
(Bisnis Indonesia, 5 August 2013) 
 
 
<Indonesia> Make Patent, No Royalty 
 
Currently, domestic patent application is only 10% of 
total patent applications. One of the factor that lowering 

motivation of Indonesian researcher in creating invention 
is that the regulation related to patent commercialization, 
including royalty sharing, is not clear yet. According to a 
government regulation, royalty resulted from an invention 
should be accepted by government as an income, so the 
royalty cannot be directly given to the inventor.  
(Kompas, 6 August 2013) 
 
 
<Indonesia> Trademark Lawsuit (Pop 
Jelidring & Jeli Pop dring) 
 
PT Forisa, (plaintiff) submits a lawsuit of cancellation of 
trademarks Pop Jelidring No. IDM000120550 & Jeli 
Popdring No. IDM000229180 in the name of PT Good 
Food (defendant) at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta. 
Plaintiff states that the said trademarks has similarity in 
its essential part with trademark “Pop Dring” No. 
IDM000228908 and IDM000261998 owned by plaintiff. 
Meanwhile, the defendant states that there are no 
similarities among those trademarks. 
(Bisnis Indonesia, 6 August 2013) 
 
 
<Indonesia> Wala Sues Local Businessman 
(Trademark "Dr. Hauschka") 
 
WALA Heilmittel GmbH, (plaintiff) submits a lawsuit of 
cancellation of trademark “Dr.Hauschka” in the name of 
Muchtar (defendant) at Commercial Court of Central 
Jakarta. Plaintiff states that the said trademark has 
similarity in its essential part with well-known mark 
“Dr.Hauschka” owned by plaintiff. 
(Bisnis Indonesia, 22 August 2013) 
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